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Status of global work on IAS:
Classifying IAS by their environmental impact 
IUCN policy on biodiversity conservation and 
synthetic biology, …
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Pathway trends – shipping container trade

Lloyds et al. 2013. Global marine trends 2030
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Pathway trends - tourism
double 

between 2010 to 2030
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Pathway trends – e-commerce
>double 
between 2015 to 2020
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Future introductions (global trade etc.) + Disturbance = establishment (e.g. agric expansion, climate change etc.)

Early et al. 2015. Nature Comms

1/6th land surface = Highly Vulnerable to invasion
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Overlap with biodiversity hotspots

Early et al. 2015. Nature Comms
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National capacities to respond to emerging IAS

Early et al. 2015. Nature Comms
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Horizon scan – key issues

Ricciardi et al. 2017. Trends in Ecology & Evolution
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– 3%

– 48%

On track

Insufficient

T9 Progress

RSPB et al. 2016
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IUCN IAS decision support tools

• Global Invasive Species Database (GISD) 
- established

• Global Register of Introduced and Invasive Species (GRIIS) 
– recently launched

• Environmental Impact Classification of Alien Taxa (EICAT) 
– in development – to be part of GISD

• Island Biodiversity and Invasive Species database (IBIS) 
- in development

• Pathways Resource 
- in development
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Global Invasive Species Database (GISD)

• >850 IAS
– Distribution
– Impacts
– Management information
– Pathways of introduction
– New structure/search 

functions
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• GISD links to Red List 
species impacted

• Red List links to GISD  
threats to species
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PATHWAYS OF ARRIVAL
Standard categorization of pathways

• Developed by IUCN SSC ISSG within the GIASIP, 
with support from CEH, CABI, CBD Secretariat

• Based on inputs from leading experts, and 
most updated scientific literature

• Tested with GISD, DAISIE and GBNNSP

• Mapped toward CBD decisions

• Presented at SBSTTA and COP of CBD

• CBD COP decision includes invitation to ISSG to 
“..continue and complete the work on pathway”
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ANALYSIS OF PATHWAYS
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Global Register of 
Introduced & 
Invasive Species 
• CBD mandated
• GIASI Partnership* 

product – led by IUCN
• Launched April 2016, to 

be completed mid 2017
• Annotated & validated 

country inventories
• Starting point for building

national strategies 
NISSAPs
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Category No.
Countries 195
Records 81 650
Verified records 33 993 >40%

Species – all records included 22 582
IAS – all 4 833
IAS with documented evidence 
of impact

3 638

Basic stats
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ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF IAS

Seebens H, Blackburn TM, Dyer E, Genovesi P et al. (2017) No saturation in the 
accumulation of alien species worldwide. Nature Communications, 1–9.
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IAS and Red List data to define the most vulnerable regions
ASSESSING PRIORITY REGIONS

Bellard, Genovesi, Jeschke 2016. Proc Royal Soc Lon B

Spatial distribution of the proportion of IAS-threatened species among 
other threats.
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Environmental Impact Classification of Alien Taxa 
(EICAT)
• IUCN SSC ISSG requested by CBD COP1 to develop system for 

classifying invasive alien species based on the nature and 
magnitude of their impacts 

• EICAT methods published 2014 & 2015

• To be incorporated into GISD

• EICAT Resolution at IUCN Congress 
- IUCN wide consultation 2017

1COP XII Decision 17
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Environmental Impact Classification of Alien Taxa
• Ranking invasive species by the magnitude of their impact (to 

environment)

• Based on semi-quantitative criteria

• Follows RL in many respects

• Global scale assessments 

• Developing socio-economic
impact scheme
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Combining data on the most relevant pathways and on the most 
harmful IAS can enhance prioritization of action

POTENTIAL OUTCOMES

• Aggregating pathways and 
invasive specie ranks can 
enhance prioritization of 
prevention and 
management actions
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SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY

• Emerging field and industry, with a growing number of 
applications in the pharmaceutical, chemical, agricultural 
and energy sectors. 

• While it may propose solutions to some of the greatest 
environmental challenges, such as climate change, 
scarcity of clean water, the introduction of novel, synthetic 
organisms may also pose a high risk for natural 
ecosystems
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GENE DRIVE

Gene-editing tools, based on technologies 
(e.g.: CRISTPR-Cas9) that are relatively 
cheap and easy to use

• Self-killing (autocidal) genes
• Blocking the possibility to spread diseases
• Can be used to create conditional lethality 

or sterility, or to create synthetic selfish 
genetic elements that drive genes into IAS 
populations 
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GENE DRIVE

Potential applications of gene drive:
Combating diseases such as malaria, dengue 
and the Zika virus, which account for more than 
17% of all infectious diseases, and cause more 
than 1 million deaths annually. Tremendous 
costs: malaria alone is estimated to cost African 
countries USD $12 billion a year. 
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GENE DRIVE

Control of invasive alien species for conservation purposes 
being investigated: invasive mosquitoes in Hawaii, 
European carp in Australia, removing the toxicity of Cane 
toads in Australia…

Based on current progress, products ready for field testing 
may be 5 years out. 

Time to consider the important questions of regulation, risk 
assessment, ethics, and engagement, and to prepare for 
assessing an actual application. 


